to six battalions in the Brigade of Guards in Hyde Park with
traditional ceremonial. The parade over, the King rode back
to Buckingham Palace at the head of the troops. He had just
passed the Quadriga Arch when a man pushed his way through
the crowd and raised a hand holding a revolver. It seemed that
he was about to fire, but at the moment a mounted constable
guarding the line of march casually moved forward and so
blocked the line of fire. The man thereupon threw his revolver
at the King, and it fell at the feet of the King's charger. The
revolver was found to be loaded in four chambers. Police imme-
diately seized the man and carried him off. In the afternoon he
was brought up at Bow Street and gave his name as George
Andrew McMahon, a journalist. He was remanded.
canada
About 5,000 pilgrims assembled at Montreal from all parts
of the Dominion on their way to attend the unveiling by the
King of the Canadian War Memorial at Vimy Ridge. They are
coming over on four liners which were escorted down the St.
Lawrence by the Canadian destroyers Saguenay and Champlain.
Miss renee houston
Five students of Edinburgh University, charged with assault-
ing Miss Renee Houston last April, were tried at the Edinburgh
Sheriff Court. The charges against three were dropped; two
were found guilty, of whom one was fined £5 and the other .£3,
with the alternative of imprisonment. The fines were paid in
court.
united states heat wave
For the last few days there has been a great heat wave in
New York and the eastern States of America, and it is estimated
that the deaths directly and indirectly caused by this excessive
weather are nearly 4,000.
Saturday 18	trouble in spain feared
Apparently serious trouble has broken out in Spain, as all
telephone communication has ceased.
the montreux conference
After much argument, agreement has been reached at Mont-
reux on the Turkish demand, and a new Straits Convention has
now been unanimously adopted. By this agreement Turkey is
authorised to fortify the Dardanelles and the Bosphorus. The
straits are open to commercial vessels, but there are drastic
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